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Scottish Transport Studies Group 
 

Minutes of the 2016 AGM held at 1pm on 27 November 2018 
Royal Scots  Club, Edinburgh 

 
 
Present: John Yellowlees, John Wilson, Derek Halden, Mike Harrison, Tariq Muneer, Gordon Hill, Graham 
Atkins 
Apologies:  Neil Ferguson, Tom Hart, Rurigdh McMeddes 
 
1. Welcome and introduction 
 
John welcomed everyone to the AGM and noted the welcome increase in numbers present compared with 
2017 and to several new faces. John noted it was good to see Gordon Hill again. 
 
2. Minutes of the 2017 AGM 
 
The minutes were reviewed. Mike Harrison had been confirmed as new Treasurer, and John Yellowlees had 
succeeded Paul White as Chair. There had been no contact with Gordon Dewar as suggested in the minutes 
last year but no action was proposed on this. The meeting welcomed Tariq Muneer in succession to Jason 
Monios as a representative of Edinburgh Napier University. 
 
It was agreed that all other topics would be covered separately under the agenda items for the 2018 meeting. 
 
3. Chair’s report 
 
John noted that he was delighted to see everyone and looked forward to introducing Chris Harvie to speak 
after the tea-break.  
 
John explained that this was the year when the Queensferry Crossing was revealed to be not quite finished 
after all, the Aberdeen Western Peripheral Road edged ever closer to completion, and the Rest and Be 
Thankful confirmed our continuing vulnerability to climate change. Edinburgh Airport gained flights to 
Dubai, but courted controversy by increasing dropping-off charges, and FlyBe was put up for sale. 
Caledonian MacBrayne suffered from poor ship availability, and demise of the Rosyth-Zeebrugge ferry gave 
a boost to railfreight. Virgin Trains East Coast yielded to publicly-owned LNER, new trains for the Glasgow 
Subway were exhibited in Berlin, and the E&G went all-electric with the help of Class 365 "happy trains" 
drafted in to augment the Hitachi Class 385s which had had to have their windscreens replaced.  
 
Buses became recognised as our most problematical mode of transport, and new transport secretary Michael 
Matheson came to the rescue with a Bill whose merits were the subject of some debate, just as driverless 
vehicles were being promised for a route between Ferrytoll and Edinburgh Park.  And then there was Brexit, 
Brexit and yet more Brexit! 
 
It was a year of modest activity for STSG, whose convivial gathering in an Edinburgh pub helped generate a 
tally of the best and worst aspects of Scottish transport that later came to the attention of The Scotsman's 
Alastair Dalton who also ranked his own preferences, again revealing the problems that surround the bus 
industry while putting at the top of his list bikes and especially electric ones. In his Inside Transport column 
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Alastair wrote several thoughtful pieces about sharing of roadspace between cyclists, cars and pedestrians, 
and at the STAR conference where Derek asked is Scotland’s competitiveness more affected by road traffic 
delays than other European countries, a very localised aspect of maximising sustainable travel won the title of 
best paper by a young professional, Rurigdh McMeddes who had been at our February gathering. 
 
The project that has been most active is our further work on business models. The presentation first made at 
last year’s STSG AGM was subsequently shared with the European Transport Conference in Dublin, helping 
to strengthen some interest in STSG from Europe.  
A post on our website declared that transport ticketing remains largely closed with each provider offering a 
different way of paying. This has stifled integration and opportunity. The internet shows how far greater value 
is achieved when open systems are used when compared with closed technology systems. Open transport 
payment systems can better: 
• Meet passengers’ needs  
• Make ticketing simple and easy to use  
• Attract more customers  
• Attract more value to transport systems  
 
Tom Hart had provided for the website a critique on the 42-page document by Transport Scotland published 
in mid-November which contained initial forecasts from 2014 to 2037 and initial assumptions on population 
and land use changes. Though with clear recognition of a continuation of the rise in the rail modal share of 
passenger movement which began around 2000 in Scotland (and in UK), this Transport Scotland document 
was still heavily influenced by a preoccupation with modelling road traffic growth (and identifying points of 
rising congestion) rather than looking at overall views on how transport and access is likely to change in an 
economy which would be stronger, more sustainable with low carbon targets and also aimed for a more 
equitable and inclusive society with improved health and local environments – and possibly a higher rate of 
population growth than in present estimates. There was a surprising lack of reference to tourism growth (and 
its possible implications) and no explanation of why growth in goods vehicle road trips was so high – with no 
mention at all of freight by rail and water : was this mainly light van growth or heavier lorries, why was rail 
freight not mentioned especially in relation to longer and bulk hauls, and why was there no mention of cycling 
or walking? This was the first official publication to mention passenger miles by bus and confirms what has 
been suspected for some time i.e. that passenger miles by rail were already higher than by bus. In Tom's view 
a definition of ‘urban bus’ was needed, also a category to indicate rural travel by bus and recent changes in 
taxi, private hire and other alternatives for shorter distance rural trips linking well with key longer distance 
public transport by both rail and bus. Why was there no mention of major A9 and A96 schemes while 
including Perth-Inverness and Aberdeen-Inverness rail improvements (possibly due to no firm funding 
commitments though with high spend on design work)? 
 
STSG has recently met Transport Scotland to refresh our credentials, and while it was made clear to us that 
Governments do not commission reports from think-tanks (except their own?), the door was left open on 
possible collaboration, for example in the awarding of student bursaries.  
 
John thanked the STSG Secretary and Treasurer for all their support. 
 
4. Treasurer’s report 
 
Mike Harrison reported that nearly £4k had been received in payments for publications, taking income to 
£4137. With spend up on meetings and research activities, there was a surplus of £3512 which taken with the 
sum carried in and our reserves gave a total balance of £8800. The accounts were approved. 
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Derek Halden saw a clear need for STSG to be spending more, notably on subjects not being covered 
elsewhere such as the need for a network of drone flight-paths.  Prof Muneer offered collaboration on 
promoting awareness of the potential and electric vehicles, and Derek said that STSG would be pleased to 
follow this up.         ACTION : JY/DH 
 
5. Appointment of independent examiner 
 
A W Scotland was reappointed as the independent examiner.  
 
6. Election of new committee 
 
The committee has not been particularly active but most members had said they were happy to continue to be 
named, even though they had little available time to contribute to projects.  
 
With existing office-bearers all happy to continue, the meeting agreed the continuation of the present 
membership, with Gordon Hill re-joining and Prof Muneer replacing Jason Monios as the Napier 
representative. 
 
7. Any other business 
 
There was no other business. 
 
8. Presentation 
 
The meeting was joined by Andrew Boyd, Gordon Macfarlane, Robert McWilliam, David Spaven, Andy 
Spencely, Ewan Swaffield and John Webster to hear a lecture by Professor Christopher Harvie on extreme 
railways entitled "Mucking Around with Trains". 
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